Abstract
Introduction
High dimensional datasets are becoming more and more abundant in classification problems. A variety of feature selection methods have been developed to tackle the issue of high dimensionality. The major challenge in these applications is to extract a set of features, as small as possible, that accurately classifies the learning examples.
A relatively neglected issue in the work on high dimensional problems, and in general in problems requiring feature selection, is the stability of the feature selection methods used. Stability, defined as the sensitivity of a method to variations in the training set, has been extensively studied with respect to the learning algorithm itself. We propose to investigate how different subsamples of a training set affect a method's assessment of a feature's importance and consequently the final set of selected features.
The stability of classification algorithms was examined by Turney [11] who proposed a measure based on the agreement of classification models produced by an algorithm when trained on different training sets. He defined the agreement of two classification models as the probability that they will produce the same predictions over all possible instances drawn from a probability distribution P (X). Note that instances are drawn from P (X) and not from P (X, C), the joint probability distribution of class and training instances; the underlying reason is that the agreement of two concepts-classification models-should be examined in all possible input worlds. In order to estimate stability he suggested using m × 2-fold cross-validation. In each of the m repetitions of cross-validation a classification model is produced from each one of the two folds. The two models are then tested on artificial instances drawn by sampling from P (X) and their agreement is computed. The final estimation of stability is the average agreement over all m runs.
Related to the notion of stability is the bias-variance decomposition of the error of classification algorithms, [4, 1] . The variance term quantifies instability of the classification algorithm in terms of classification predictions. Variance measures the percentage of times that the predictions of different classification models, learned from different training sets, for a given instance are different from the typical (average) prediction. Bias-variance decomposition is usually done via bootstrapping, where part of the data is kept as a hold-out test set and the remainder is used to create different training sets by using sampling with replacement. The final estimation of variance is also the average over the different bootstrap samples.
In both approaches described above, the predictions of the classification models are crucial in quantifying the sensitivity of classification algorithms to changes in the training sets (note that both approaches can also be used for error estimation which is then tightly coupled with the stability analysis). However when one wants to examine only feature selection algorithms without involving a classification algorithm, the above methods do not apply. Typical feature selection algorithms do not construct classification
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They usually output what we call a feature preference statement (for conciseness, feature preference); this can take the form of a subset of selected features, or alternatively of a weighting-scoring or a ranking of the features, based on which a small set of features can be selected (either by specifying a threshold or asking for a specific number of features). A classification algorithm should then be applied on the selected feature set to produce a classification model. If we used the stability estimation methods described above to the combined feature selection and classification algorithms, we would be measuring their joint sensitivity to training set variations and we would have no way to delimit the (in)stability the feature selection algorithm from that of the classification algorithm.
To address this difficulty we introduce the notion of preferential stability, i.e., the stability of the feature preferences produced by a feature selection algorithm, to quantify its sensitivity to differences in training sets drawn from the same distribution. The same approach can in fact be used to measure the preferential stability of any classification algorithm that produces models from which weightings or rankings of the features can be extracted, e.g. linear discrimination algorithms.
Stability, as introduced in [11] , and the bias-variance decomposition frameworks are not able to accurately quantify preferential stability. It is possible that different training samples lead to really different feature sets which however yield the same prediction patterns. This can be especially true when the initial features have a high level of redundancy which is not handled in a principled way by the algorithms used.
The motivation for investigating the stability of feature selection algorithms came from the need to provide application domain experts with quantified evidence that the selected features are relatively robust to variations in the training data. This need is particularly crucial in proteomics applications. In mass spectrometry based diagnosis, for instance, training data (protein mass spectra) are characterized by high dimensionality and the goal is to output a small set of highly discriminatory features (protein biomarkers) on which biomedical experts will subsequently invest considerable time and research effort. Domain experts tend to have less confidence in feature sets that change radically with slight variations in the training data. Data miners have to convince them not only of the predictive potential but also of the relative stability of the proposed features or biomarkers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce measures of stability that can be applied to any feature selection algorithm that outputs a feature preference as defined above; we also show how we can empirically estimate these measures. In Section 3 we describe the experimental setup, the datasets used, and the feature selection algorithms included in the study; in Section 4 we present the results of the experiments, investigate the behavior of the different stability measures and establish the stability profiles of the chosen feature selection algorithms; in Section 5 we examine together classification performance and stability of feature preferences, and suggest how we can exploit the latter to support the choice of the appropriate feature selection algorithm; finally we conclude in Section 6.
Stability
The generic model of classification comprises: a generator of random vectors x, drawn according to an unknown but fixed probability distribution P (X); a supervisor that assigns class labels x, to the x random vectors, according to an unknown but fixed conditional probability distribution P (C|X); a learning space populated by pairs (x, c) drawn from the joint probability distribution P (X, C) = P (C|X)P (X).
We define the stability of a feature selection algorithm as the sensitivity of the feature preferences it produces to differences in training sets drawn from the same generating distribution P (X, C). Stability quantifies how different training sets affect the feature preferences.
Measuring stability requires a similarity measure for feature preferences. This obviously depends on the representation language used by a given feature selection algorithm to describe its feature preferences; different representation languages call for different similarity measures. We can distinguish three types of representation languages for feature preferences. In the first type a weight or score is assigned to each feature indicating its importance. The second type of representation is a simplification of the first where instead of weights ranks are assigned to features. The third type consists only of sets of features in which no weighting or ranking is considered. Obviously any weighting schema can be cast as a ranking schema, which in turn can be cast as a set of features by setting a threshold on the ranks or asking for a given number of features.
More formally, let training examples be described by a vector of features f = (f 1 , f 2 , ..., f m ), then a feature selection algorithm produces either:
• a weighting-scoring:
• a ranking: r = (r 1 , r 2 , .., r m ), 1 ≤ r i ≤ m,
• or a subset of features: s = (s 1 , s 2 , .., s m ), s i ∈ {0, 1}, with 0 indicating absence of a feature and 1 presence.
In order to measure stability we need a measure of similarity for each of the above representations. To measure similarity between two weightings w, w , produced by a given feature selection algorithm we use Pearson's correlation coefficient
where S W takes values in [-1,1]; a value of 1 means that the weightings are perfectly correlated, a value of 0 that there is no correlation while a value of -1 that they are anticorrelated.
To measure similarity between two rankings r, r , we use Spearman's rank correlation coefficient
, where r i and r i are the ranks of feature i in rankings r and r respectively. Here too the possible range of values is in [-1,1] . A value of 1 means that the two rankings are identical, a value of 0 that there is no correlation between the two ranks, and a value of -1 that they have exactly inverse orders.
Finally we measure similarity between two subsets of features using a straightforward adaptation of the Tanimoto distance between two sets, [2] :
The Tanimoto distance metric measures the amount of overlap between two sets of arbitrary cardinality. S S takes values in [0,1] with 0 meaning that there is no overlap between the two sets, and 1 that the two sets are identical.
To empirically estimate the stability of a feature selection algorithm for a given dataset, we can simulate the distribution P (X, C) from which the training sets are drawn by using a resampling technique like bootstrapping or crossvalidation. We opted for N-fold stratified cross-validation (N=10). In ten-fold cross-validation the overlap of training instances among the different training folds is roughly 78%. The feature selection algorithm outputs a feature preference for each of the training folds. The similarity of each pair of feature preferences, i.e. N (N − 1)/2 pairs, is computed using the appropriate similarity measure and the final stability score is simply the average similarity over all pairs.
We want to couple stability estimates with classification error estimates in view of identifying feature selection algorithms which maximize both stability and classification performance. To this end we embed the procedure described above within an error estimation procedure, itself conducted using stratified 10-fold cross-validation. In other words, at each iteration of the cross-validated error estimation loop, there is a full internal cross-validation loop aimed at measuring the stability of feature precedences returned by the feasture selection algorithm. The outer loop provides a classification error estimate in the usual manner, while the inner loop provides an estimate of the stability of the feature selection algorithm.
Stability Experiments
As already mentioned, the stability of feature selection methods is of utmost importance in mass-spectra based diagnosis. Briefly, a biological sample is submitted to a mass spectrometer to produce a mass spectrum. This can be viewed as a protein profile of the sample which should be analysed to extract potential disease markers, whether individual proteins or sets of interacting proteins. To discover biomarker patterns in mass spectra, the data miner must face a number of technical challenges, foremost among which is their extremely high dimensionality. A typical mass spectrum has several thousands of features that exhibit a high degree of spatial redundancy. In order to reduce dimensionality the spectra are preprocessed, and peaks, which roughly correspond to individual proteins, are extracted. However this still leaves us with a considerable number of features. Each feature corresponds to a specific mass value, M/Z, and provides the intensity of the signal at that mass value.
We worked with three different mass spectrometry datasets: one for ovarian cancer [7] , (version 8-07-02), another for prostate cancer [8] and an extended version of the early stroke diagnosis dataset used in [9] . They all involve two-class problems, diseased vs controls. Preprocessing for feature extraction consisted of baseline removal, denoising, smoothing, peak detection and peak alingment (the exact details of preprocessing are given in [6] ). A short description of these datasets is given in table 1; all features correspond to intensities of M/Z values and are continuous.
For feature selection we selected Information Gain (IG), [2] , ReliefF (RF), [10] , and SVMRFE- [5] . Information gain is a univariate feature scoring method for nominal attributes or continuous attributes discretized using the method of [3] . ReliefF delivers a weighting of the features while taking their interactions into account; it uses all features to compute distances among training instances and the K nearest neighbors of each of the M probe instances to update feature weights. We set K to 10 and M to the size of the training set, so that all instances were used as probes. SVMRFE also takes account of feature interactions in producing a ranking, with the P % lowest ranked features being eliminated at the earliest iterations of the algorithm. In our experiments, P was set to 10% and the complexity parameter C was set to 0.5.
We also include a simple linear support vector machine to show that the same type of stability analysis can be applied to any linear classifier; here too the complexity parameter was set to 0. 5 to a common scale, the absolute values or the squares of the coefficients of the linear hyperplane can be taken to reflect the importance of the corresponding features, in effect providing a feature weighting. This is actually the assumption under which SVMRFE works; alternatively the support vector machine is equivalent to SVMRFE with a single iteration, where the ranking of the features is simply based on the absolute values or the squares of the coefficients of the support vector machine. We consider this version of support vector machines as yet another feature selection algorithm and identify it as SVMONE. The implementations of all the algorithms are those found in the WEKA machine learning environment [12] . As already mentioned the stability estimates are calculated within each training fold by a nested crossvalidation loop and the final results reported are the averages, S W , S R , S S , over the ten external folds.
Stability Results
In table 2 we give the stability results for S W , S R , and S S , i.e., for weightings-scorings, rankings and selected feature sets, for the four different methods considered. The values of S S depend on the imposed cardinality of the final feature set while S W and S R are independent of that. S S was computed on the feature sets of the best ten features selected by each method. SVMRFE does not produce a weighting-scoring of features so the computation of S W does not make sense in that case. For SVMONE the stability results are computed on the square values of the coefficients of the linear hyperplane found by the support vector machine.
S W and S R take into account the complete feature preferences produced by a method, while S S focuses on a given number of top ranked or selected features. Thus the former two provide a global view of stability of feature preferences while the latter focuses to a more precise picture. The latter is usually of greater interest since the feature preferences are in general used to produce a restricted set of features. S W provides a finer grain picture of stability in comparison to S R since it is based on the actuall feature coefficients produced by a given method while the S R uses the ranking of these coefficients. However this does not mean that the information provided by S W is of greater value than that provided by S R , but rather the other way around. This is because again in practise we are more interested in the actual ranks of the features since based on them we will select the final set of features, differences in weights are not necessarily reflected in rank differences. A further disadvantage of S W is that since it directly operates on the actual weights-scores produced by each method its results are not directly comparable among different methods due to possible differences in scales and intervals of the weights-scores, a problem that does not appear when we are working with the ranks. Overall the most important information is delivered by S S , when we are examining the stability of the methods for sets of selected features of given cardinality, followed by S R . This ordering of the three measures in terms of their information content is somehow reflected on the estimated stability performances, table 2. For any method S W gives always the highest stability estimate, followed in generally closely by S R . S S is always considerably lower and depends on the number of features that we ask in the final feature set (remember that for the estimates of S S in table 2 this was set to ten, later we will examine in more detail the behavior of S S with respect to the cardinality of the final feature set). In some sense S W and S R provide overly optimistical estimates of feature preference stability (although in no case it can be argued that the values of the different stability measures are comparable). The reason for that can be traced on the fact that they treat all weights or ranks differences in a uniform manner. Nevertheless differences on the highest weighted or ranked features should be penalized more than differences on the lower weighted or ranked features. A fact that points to the definition and use of more refined similarity measures that can take into account the level at which a difference appears. These similarity measures would lie conceptually between S W , and S R , that give equal importance to everything, and S S , that only considers a given number of top ranked features.
We will now examine the stability performance of the four different methods considered. The clear winner is ReliefF that achieves the best performance under all stability measures for the three datasets under consideration. The performance difference is quite astonishing for S S for which ReliefF scores 72.95%, 55.29% and 34.10% for the ovarian, prostate and stroke datasets respectively. These scores correspond to an average overlap of 8.43, 7.12 and 5.08 features out of the ten contained in the final set of selected features, among the different subsets of the training folds 1 . Information Gain appears to have a better score than SV-MONE and SVMRFE for S W and S R (remember here that among the two it is S R that can provide a meaningful basis for comparison of different methods). However its results are catastrophic when we consider S S , with scores of 2.93%, 0.91% and 2.68% for ovarian, prostate and stroke respectively (an average overlap of 0.56, 0.18, 0.52 features out of the ten, i.e. in average less than one common feature among the different subsets of the training folds!).
Finally the performances of SVMONE and SVMRFE are quite similar in terms of S R a fact that can be easily explained since the ranking of features provided by SV-MONE can be considered as a less refined version of the ranking provided by SVMRFE with the former being the result of a single execution of the support vector machine algorithm and the latter the result of an iterative execution where each time 10% of the lower ranked features are removed. However in terms of S S SVMONE appears to be slightly more stable (an average overlap of 6.26, 6.87, 4.27 features out of ten for SVMONE against 6.37, 6.19, 2.87 for SVMRFE). Again the fact that SVMRFE is based on multiple iterations explains its slightly higher instability on the top ten ranked features. When the differences of the coefficients of two features are rather small and a choise is about to be made on which of the two to eliminate different training sets could result in opposite rankings for these two features thus eliminating a different feature each time.
The results of the estimation process of S S can be very eloquently visualized providing insight not only on the stability of each individual method, but also clearly indicating which features are considered important by each method. An example of such a visualization for the prostate dataset is given in figure 1 where the cardinality of the final feature set is set to ten. In each of the graphs the x-axis corresponds 1 It is easy to compute the actual number of common features when we know the S S score and the cardinality of the final feature set simply by the definition of S S . to the individual features. The y-axis is separated to 10 rows each one corresponding to one of the outer cross-validation folds. Within each row we find 10 rows (not visibly separated) corresponding to each of the inner cross-validation folds of the outer fold. A perfectly stable method, i.e. one that chooses always the same features, would have in its graph as many vertical lines as the cardinality of the final feature set. Each line would correspond to one selected feature. The visualization results are in perfect aggreement with the S S estimates given in table 2. The less stable method is Information Gain with features sets selected even within the inner folds of a given outer fold being quite different (inner folds of a given outer fold share more training instances than the inner folds of two different outer folds). The other three methods are quite stable selecting very often the same features among the different inner folds. The big differences in the stability estimates of S R and S S for Information Gain were puzzling. In order to see where they could be coming from we took a closer look on the weighting-scorings produced by Information Gain. It turns out that the scorings are zero, i.e. the corresponding features have a zero information gain, for a large number of features. More precisely for ovarian 35.07% of features have an information gain of zero, for prostate this goes up to 85.63%, and for stroke to 91.25%
2 . On the other hand for ReliefF the corresponding percentages are practically zero, and for SVMONE always less than 3%. When these weightings-scorings are turned into a ranking in order to compute S R there is a very big number of ties in the ranking of different features (in the case of information gain). The crusial element is how ties are dealt with. Originally we were assigning to all tied features their average rank. This meant that in the case of Information Gain 35.07%, 85.63% and 91.25% of the features, for ovarian, prostate and stroke respectively, had exactly the same rank; moreover these features were concentrated on the low end of the ranking. Due to the presence of a large number of features with equal ranks the final value of the S R estimate was optimistically affected for Information Gain, moreover since this was happening on the low rank levels it was completely masking any information about the stability of the rank on the top positions.
To correct for this optimism we have chosen to break ties by assigning randomly the ranks among the tied features. For example, if below the tenth ranked feature there was a group of 20 features with exactly the same weightingscoring then each one of them would be assigned a different rank randomly from 11 to 30. This left unaffected the S R estimates produced for ReliefF, SVMONE, and SVMRFE, since the first two had a very low number of ties, and the latter was naturally producing a rank, but considerably lowered the stability estimates for Information Gain, with the new estimates being 91.09%, 40.74% and 20.44% for ovarian, prostate and stroke respectively, being thus more consistent with the picture that S S is providing. However these observations still call for a more refined version of S R that would reward similarities and penalize differences more at the top level ranks.
Stability profiles with S S
It is clear that the more interesting stability estimation is provided by S S since it focuses only on a small subset of features, the ones selected by each method, which is actually what interest us when we are performing feature selection. To get a more precise picture of the stability performance of the different methods with respect to S S we computed its values for different values of selected features ranging from 10 up to the cardinality of the full feature set with a step a five, figure 2. Moreover we included as a stability baseline a random feature selection that simply outputs random sets of features of given cardinality.
First remark is that ReliefF clearly dominates all other algorithms for all interesting cardinalities of the final feature sets. Information Gain has a quite bad performance for prostate and stroke, explained by the great number of of the discretization process that discretized the corresponding features to a single bin.
zero information gain features; actually it has almost the same stability behavior as the random feature selection. In the ovarian dataset it exhibits a sharp increase of stability up to feature sets with around 300 features and then very slowly increases towards one when all features have been included. The "knot" in this curve actually corresponds to the inclusion of all features, with an information gain different than zero, to the final set of selected features. After this point features are actually added randomly. So in some sense it detects the cardinality of the most stable set of features. The same knot is also observed in the case of RelieF, quite strongly for the stroke and prostate and less for ovarian, and for SVMONE and SVMRFE in stroke. We believe that the presence of knots like these mark the inclusion of the most robust-stable features; features included later are added more or less randomly. The knots could be possibly used to determine the optimal cardinality of the most stable feature set, but this is something that needs further investigation.
SVMONE has a small advantage over SVMRFE on selected feature sets of low cardinality but their performance is indistinguishable for high cardinalities. As we move to higher cardinalities both methods add low ranked features, which should more or less the same for both methods since for SVMRFE these are determined on the earliest iterations of the algorithm, being thus closely in behavior to the single run of SVMONE. Moving to lower cardinalities the instability of SVMRFE increases due to the already mentioned fact that small differences in the coefficients can inverse the rank and thus remove different features. The difference in instability between SVMONE and SVMRFE increases as we move to lower cardinalities beacause there the final feature sets of SVMRFE are determined in the last iterations of the support vector machine algorithm.
Stability and Classification Performance
A feature selection algorithm, (FSA for brevity), alone can provide an indication of which features are informative for classification but it cannot provide an estimate of the discriminatory information of these features, since it does not construct classification models whose error could be estimated. In the same manner stability results cannot provide the sole basis on which to select an appropriate FSA; nevertheless they can support the selection of an FSA when the latter is coupled with a classification algorithm, (CA for brevity), and enhance the confidence of the users on the analysis results (provided that the FSA is found to be stable). The final selection can be based on a combined evaluation of stability and classification performance.
The simplest scenario goes as follows, couple a given CA with a number of FSAs and estimate the classification performance and the stability of the FSA using the process described earlier. Then calculate the statistical significance of error differences. Among the combinations of the CA and FSAs that were found to be better than all the others choose the combination that contains the most stable FSA. To demonstrate the above idea we selected as classification algorithm the linear SVM with the complexity parameter set to 0.5. We performed a series of experiments in which each FSA was paired with the CA. In each experiment we fixed the number of selected features to N . We ranged N from ten to 50 with a step of ten. For a given N the four pairs of FSA-CA were compared with respect to their classification error and the stability of the FSA. Statistical significance of error differences is computed by McNemar's test of significance (sig. level=0.05). The complete results are given in table 3. Each row of that table gives the classification errors of a FSA-CA pair followed by the stability estimate, S S , of the FSA. The errors of the FSA-CA pairs that get the top positions, for a given N , without being significantly different between them are typed in italics.
Applying the selection scenario mentioned above we see that for stroke and ovarian and for different values of N there are several FSA-CA pairs that are indistinguishable in terms of classification error. Consider the stroke dataset with N = 10; Information Gain, ReliefF and SVMRFE have similar classification performance. In this case we can also consider their stability. ReliefF is by far the most stable with an S S value that is double of that of SVMRFE and more than an order of magnitude greater than that of Information Gain. Obviously the advantage of selecting the most stable FSA is that we have much more confidence on the features. Moreover coupling the results with a visual representation of stability as the one given in figure 1 provides a clear picture of the important features and how robust they are to perturbations of the training set.
One question that arises from the above results is: how is it possible for a FSA to be very unstable and still when coupled with a CA to produce good results. This was actually the case many times with SVMRFE. For example in the stroke dataset and N = 20 SVMRFE coupled with the CA was signigicantly better than the other three FSA-SA paits. Nevertheless its S S estimate was 0.16 (in feature sets of cardinality 20 this corresponds to an average of 5.5 common features). One possible answer to that is redundancy. Among the initial full feature set there are possibly many different subsets of cardinality 20 on which classification models can be constructed that can accurately predict the target concept 3 . Cases like that, i.e., instability coupled with high classification performance, can be simply an indication of redundancy within the full feature set. This also means that the feature selection algorithm under examination does not have a robust way to tackle redundancy.
Conclusions and Future Work
To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that a framework that measures the stability of feature selection algorithms is proposed. We defined the stability of feature selection algorithms as the sensitivity of the "feature preferences" that they produce to training set perturbations. We examined three different stability measures and proposed a resampling technique to empirically estimate them. The most interesting one was based on S S a measure of the overlap of two feature sets. We exploited the framework to investigate the stability of some well known feature selection algorithms on three datasets coming from the domain of proteomics and gained some interesting insights. Stability can be also used to support the selection of a feature selection algorithm.
We believe that the notion of stability is central in real world application where the goal is to determine the most important features. If these features are consistent among models created from different traning data the confidence of the users on the analysis results highly increases. The results of the empirical estimation of stability can be elegantly visualized and provide a clear picture of the relevant features, their robustnes to different training sets, and the stability of the feature selection algorithm.
Future work includes the examination of stability of more algorithms on a bigger and more diverse set of problems; refining the S R stability measure in order to reflect better large differences on the top ranked features; aggregating the different feature sets produced from subsamples of a given training set in what can be viewed as the analogue of ensemble learning and model combination for feature selection; finally we would like to examine the possibility of using the stability profiles to select the appropriate number of features (the knots in the stability graphs). Table 3 . Classification error estimations coupled with S S stability estimation of the feature selection method. N is the number of selected features.
